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COORDINATION WITH THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM: GENERAL MATTERS 

Declaration on Food and Population

The Director-General has the honour to bring to the attention of the Health Assembly 
that on 6 May 1974 he was informed by Mr С. V. Narasimhan, Under-Secretary-General of the 
United Nations for Inter-Agency Affairs and Coordination, that the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations had received a group of eminent intellectuals and scientists at a ceremony at 
the United Nations Headquarters on 25 April 1974. At this ceremony the Secretary-General 
was presented with a declaration on food and population addressed to governments as well as 
to organizations and individuals, which has been signed by some 1000 distinguished persons.
On this occasion the Secretary-General made a statement. As the Director-General believes 
that the Health Assembly may wish to take cognizance of them, the text of the "Declaration on 
Food and Population" and the statement of the Secretary-General are annexed hereto.
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DECLARATION ON FOOD AND POPULATION

A Call to Governments and People for Action 
by Concerned Citizens from Many Parts of the World

TO GOVERNMENTS, ORGANIZATIONS AND MEN AND WOMEN EVERYWHERE WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, ADDRESS 
THIS DECLARATION ON FOOD AND POPULATION

No link unites the family of man more than his need for food. For food is an 
essential condition of life, common to all people; wherever they are, whatever they do, 
they share alike in this need.

The stark truth is that man's ability to produce food is not keeping pace with his 
need. Despite efforts by governments and the international community to solve world 
food problems, more people are hungry today than ever before.

Hundreds of millions of the world's people are undernourished. Population growth 
is adding 75 to 80 million more people each year, 200 000 each day. Within the next 25 
years or so our present numbers of nearly 4 billion will be nearly 7 billion. They must 
all be fed.

The world food situation took a sharp turn for the worse in 1972 and 1973:

1. Stocks of grain have hit an all-time low since the end of World War II. Surplus 
stocks formerly held in reserve have nearly been exhausted and no longer offer security 
against widespread hunger and starvation.

2. Food prices have reached new highs. Last year, despite a record world harvest, 
escalating demand nearly doubled grain prices. The increasing cost of food threatens
to cause serious hardship for many people already spending most of what they have on food.

3. Less of the cheaper protein foods, which normally supplement grain diets, is 
available. The world's fish catch and per caput production of protein-rich legumes, the 
staple diet in many countries have declined.

4. Food shortages have created serious social unrest in many parts of the world and 
are particularly severe in countries where hunger and the diseases that thrive on under
nourished bodies are prevalent. This scarcity has been aggravated by the consumption of 
more and more grain to produce meat, eggs and milk.

5. Mounting fertilizer and energy shortages are reducing food production in certain 
areas and increasing food prices.

In this new and threatening situation, a bad monsoon in Asia (which could occur in 
any year), or a drought in North America (like those in the 1930's and 1950's), could mean 
severe malnutrition for hundreds of millions and death for many millions.
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This dangerously unstable world food picture, when seen against an unprecedented 
population increase, has created an immediate sense of urgency. The dangers of food 
shortages could remain a threat for the rest of this century - even if, hopefully, bumper 
crops in some years create temporary surpluses and even if the trend toward reduced birth 
rates becomes general throughout the world.

World food production in the years ahead must rise at least 2% a year to keep pace 
with the present rate of population growth. But it must rise a good deal more if the 
world's people are to be provided with an adequate diet. This required annual increase 
in food production is considerably greater than that which occurred during recent decades - 
and seems to be increasingly harder to achieve each year. But unless there is this 
necessary and continuous increase in food production, there will be even more hunger and 
malnutrition and soaring food prices.

The need to seek solutions is pressing. The nature of the problem, the precarious 
state of world food production made critical by predicted expectations of continued 
population growth, calls for concerted action by the world community. There is only one 
cure for hunger and that is food. No palliatives or panaceas in the form of reports or 
resolutions can alleviate the pain of empty stomachs that must be filled. International 
resolutions, however high-minded, are a mockery if they do not have a tangible impact on the 
human condition.

The United Nations is now providing leadership on both these problems. In August 
the United Nations will convene the World Population Conference in Bucharest. In November 
it will convene the World Food Conference in Rome. These are the first occasions when 
governments have agreed to meet to consider these crucial questions and to consider taking 
action on them.

With these two conferences only a few months away, we urge governments, acting before, 
at and after these two global conferences, to consider realistic and purposeful measures 
such as the following:

1. Give high priority to programs in each country which will increase the production 
of grains, legumes and other staple food crops; ensure the availability of protein-rich 
foods, particularly to the more vulnerable population groups; expand the production of 
fertilizer; and improve the opportunities for small farmers to make a reasonable living. 
Develop a comprehensive and constructive World Food Plan for adoption at the World Food 
Conference.

2. Support sound population policies relevant to national needs which respect national
sovereignty and the diversity of social, economic and cultural conditions; accept and
assure the human right of each couple to decide for themselves the spacing and size of their
families;1 and recognize the corresponding responsibility of governments to provide theirоpeoples the information and the means to exercise this right effectively. Embody these 
policies in a World Population Plan of Action to be agreed upon by governments at the 
World Population Conference.

United Nations Teheran Declaration of Human Rights, 1968 (para. 16).

Resolution 1672 (LII) of the United Nations Economic and Social Council, 1969.2
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3. Recognize that the interdependence of the world community creates an obligation 
to assist in the necessary funding of food and population programs by both developing and 
developed countries. This calls for the elaboration and implementation of a global 
strategy by the United Nations and its family of agencies, including the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and the United Nations Fund for Population 
Activities.

4. Establish sufficient food reserves through national and international efforts to 
provide continuing vital insurance against food shortages.

5. Recognize that, in our finite world where resources are limited, the family of man 
must one day, and hopefully fairly soon, bring birth rates into reasonable balance with the 
lowered death rates that have been achieved. Many governments see the need to guide 
national policy toward this objective.

A solution to the present world food crisis must be found within the next few years.
The social transformation which can lead to a reduction in the world rate of fertility, 
along with lowering the rate of mortality, will take decades to accomplish. But a start 
must be made now because the millions of people being born each year place a heavy burden on 
the resources available to many nations for education, health, employment and the main
tenance of environmental quality. A reduction in population growth could help alleviate 
this burden. Effective measures toward resolving both the world food and population 
problems must come within a total strategy of development. Not only is social and economic 
development desirable in itself, but also it contributes to moderating population growth.
All these measures are designed to improve the quality of life.

In this Declaration, we focus on food because it is the most critical of the pressures 
on the world today. It is the greatest manifestation of world poverty, which has many 
aspects. The absolute numbers of desperately poor are far greater today than ever before 
in history. The need to eradicate acute poverty is being recognized more than ever as a 
collective responsibility. It is a task which global partnership and the demands of social 
justice make imperative.

We repeat, food is crucial because literally tens of millions of lives are suspended 
in the delicate balance between world population and world food supplies. Growing 
populations, denied sufficient food needed for survival, resist all efforts to secure a 
peaceful world. With increased production and more equitable distribution of food, the 
future could provide a prospect of less misery and more hope for countless people now 
deprived of the basic necessities that are their right.

The World Food Conference represents a unique opportunity. This opportunity must not 
be missed. Comprehensive international agreements must be reached to assure at least 
minimal food supplies, with sufficient annual carry-over stocks. Disastrous breakdowns in 
the world food supply can thus be avoided. All nations may then rest secure in the 
knowledge that this, the most critical of their immediate problems, is being attacked with 
wisdom, vigor and unity of purpose.

In the name of humanity we call upon all governments and peoples everywhere, rich and 
poor, regardless of political and social systems, to act - to act together - and to act in 
time.
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL ON RECEIVING A DECLARATION 

ON FOOD AND POPULATION

I am grateful to be given this Declaration. It is marked by a profound concern for 
the improvement of the human condition. The Declaration is important of itself by virtue 
of the authority of the signers whose standing in all walks of life is reflected by the 
stature of those who have come to the United Nations today to bear witness to it.

I have recently described the times we are living in as being characterized by mass 
poverty, food shortages, an energy crisis, a continuing oppressive burden of military 
expenditure, inflation exacerbated by world monetary instability, and the prospect before 
us of a doubling of human numbers by the turn of the century.

The Declaration addresses itself primarily to the dramatic depletion of available 
food reserves and the shortfall in world food production. There is no more immediate task 
than that of rescuing the world from a situation which, for many, has always been precarious 
and is now even more hazardous. Short-term measures, while essential, must not be allowed 
to become palliatives, for the coming years will increase our vulnerability.

Virtually in no other area is it more pressing than in the one to which your 
Declaration addresses itself: the need to assure that the men, women, and children of 
Africa, Asia, Europe and the Americas, whatever their origin, their religion, their 
political philosophy, their age, their social condition have the basic foods which are the 
one essential and undebatable pre-condition of a life of dignity and decency. Without an 
assured supply, all our other aspirations for peace, for social justice, for growth and 
creativity, both as individuals and as nations, lose their meaning and take on a hollow ring

I cannot but be sharply and painfully conscious of the dangers posed by the Declaration 
having recently returned from the Sahel. There, the suffering provoked by a six-year 
drought is resulting in premature death, disease and a dreadful sense of helplessness.
The tragic spectacle of dying cattle and their owners fleeing the encroaching desert induces 
a sense of desperation into what should be the objective analysis of the world's food 
situation and prospects.

It is no accident that this Declaration is presented at the United Nations. This body 
was established in the final pihase of the most devastating war in history not merely to 
embody the highest aspirations of mankind, but to provide an operational vehicle for global 
action. The present crisis and those that we can see looming ahead can be overcome. They 
are indeed a serious challenge to use all our forces, our determination and ingenuity to 
provide a better life for future generations.

This is a year in which the international community, with some brutally abrupt 
reminders of what the future may hold, is facing up to the situation. At its present 
special session, the General Assembly is devoting its attention to finding the basis of a 
more equitable and workable economic system - a system which takes into account not only the 
needs of all nations, but also the imperative interrelationships of the several parts of the 
problem: poverty, the conservation and just apportionment of natural resources, the 
preservation of the environment, and the problems of trade and monetary system. Food and 
population, the two urgent issues to which your Declaration addresses itself, form an 
integral part of this whole.
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In August, in Bucharest, for the first time Governments will hold a world population 
conference. Shortly afterwards, in Rome, the World Food Conference will offer Governments 
the opportunity to tackle the world food problem. Your call therefore for international 
cooperation to ensure supplies of food comes at an opportune moment. The World Food 
Conference will present the Member States of the United Nations with the unique opportunity 
to take immediate practical and urgently needed steps to redress a tragic situation which 
we can no longer afford to ignore.

The unprecedented growth of the world's population is compounding man's difficulties 
in feeding himself. The time at our disposal is very short. You point out that the 
world's food production has barely kept pace with population increases. Our goal is not 
mere survival but a life of dignity and peace with hope for each new generation to improve 
the conditions of life for the billions of men, women and children who will inhabit the 
earth in the coming decades.

Whether or not we can increase food production depends, as the Declaration states, 
not on a torrent of words and resolutions, but on adopting new and tangible objectives, 
hammering out the global strategies needed and revitalizing the machinery to achieve them. 
In spite of its ideological complexity and the political and other constraints that must 
exist in any global body, the United Nations can and will respond.

It is in this same spirit of commitment and determination that I receive this 
Declaration. I am confident that the international community can and will find humane 
solutions to the serious problems of food and population which confront mankind.

* * *


